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News From Around PA

Philly Mayor Jim Kenney has gone even further than Governor Wolf and cancelled Philly! He has officially ordered every public event in Philadelphia — indoors and outside — cancelled through February of next year. However, U.S. Attorney William M. McSwain has said allowing protests to continue, but prohibiting permitted events like the Mummers Parade is “plainly unconstitutional.”

Recently President Trump tweeted: "The Dems think it would be bad for them politically if U.S. schools open before the November Election, but is important for the children & families. May cut off funding if not open!"

PA’s Attorney General Josh Shapiro has assured PA educators he is “closely monitoring’ the situation.

With Governor Wolf’s latest rounds of restrictions, Wallethub ranks PA as having some of the most extreme COVID-19 restrictions in the nation - 49 out of 51 (they counted DC also)

For those identifying as “non-binary,” PennDOT adding the gender marker “x” to drivers licenses/photo ID cards.

GOP and Dems have joined together in a statewide campaign called VoteSafe Pennsylvania advocating for mail-in ballots for the 2020 presidential election.

News From National Scene

The Smithsonian’s National Museum of African American History & Culture recently placed a poster that lists supposed signs of “whiteness” or “white dominant culture.”

According to the African American Museum poster, the racial identity of America is “whiteness”, so when you see America you’re supposed to think “whiteness.” Whatever happened to the American melting pot?

Alabama GOP US Rep Mo Brooks has uncovered the Army’s “wokeness.” After learning of their Equity and Inclusion Agency’s "Operation Inclusion" seminars, designed to "woke"-brainwash all personnel working at the Army's Redstone Arsenal, Brooks demanded the Army open an immediate investigation. Under the Hatch Act it is illegal for military personnel to use federal gov’t resources to distribute racist and partisan political propaganda

Netflix has a new “Baby-Sitters Club” show; however, don’t expect it to be like the original! Although rated G, it is full of leftist propaganda and a boy who thinks he’s a girl has recently been introduced into the storyline!

In a 5-4 decision, with Chief Justice John Roberts siding with the liberals, the US Supreme Court ruled that Nevada can impose tighter restrictions on churches than on casinos. Conservative justices called the ruling a direct assault on the First Amendment.
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